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ABSTRACT
Extragalactic planetary nebulae (PNe) offer a way to determine the distance to their host galaxies thanks to the nearly universal shape
of the planetary nebulae luminosity function (PNLF). Accurate PNe distance measurements rely on obtaining well-sampled PNLFs
and the number of observed PNe scales with the encompassed stellar mass. This means either disposing of wide-field observations
or focusing on the bright central regions of galaxies. In this work we take this second approach and conduct a census of the PNe
population in the central regions of galaxies in the Fornax cluster, using VLT/MUSE data for the early-type galaxies observed over the
course of the Fornax3D survey. Using such integral-field spectroscopic observations to carefully separate the nebular emission from
the stellar continuum, we isolated [O iii] 5007 Å sources of interest, filtered out unresolved impostor sources or kinematic outliers,
and present a catalogue of 1350 unique PNe sources across 21 early-type galaxies, which includes their positions, [O iii] 5007 Å line
magnitudes, and line-of-sight velocities. Using the PNe catalogued within each galaxy, we present independently derived distance
estimates based on the fit to the entire observed PNLF observed while carefully accounting for the PNe detection incompleteness.
With these individual measurements, we arrive at an average distance to the Fornax cluster itself of 19.86 ± 0.32 Mpc (µPNLF =
31.49 ± 0.04 mag). Our PNLF distance measurements agree well with previous distances based on surface brightness fluctuations,
finding no significant systematic offsets between the two methods as otherwise reported in previous studies.
Key words. planetary nebulae: general – galaxies: clusters: individual: Fornax – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD –
galaxies: distances and redshifts – techniques: imaging spectroscopy
1. Introduction
Extragalactic planetary nebulae (PNe) are detectable at great
distances, via their strong [O iii] 5007 Å emission, with sur-
veys extending out as far as the Coma Cluster, ∼100 Mpc,
? Tables A.1 to A.36 are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp
to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.
u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/653/A167
where PNe were detected within the intracluster medium
(Gerhard et al. 2005). Their ionised [O iii] 5007 Å emission is
unresolved at such distances, and when embedded within the
bright stellar continuum of the galaxy only a careful mod-
elling of the stellar continuum allows one to measure the PNe
[O iii] flux. This is why traditionally the study of extragalac-
tic PNe is focused in the halo region of galaxies, where the
stellar background is minimal. Previous studies have applied
a range of observation techniques for the task of detecting
Open Access article, published by EDP Sciences, under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0),
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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extragalactic PNe: photometric observations using either ‘on-
off’ band imaging or narrow-band filters of regions outside
the galaxy central core (McMillan et al. 1993; Feldmeier et al.
2007; Herrmann et al. 2008), while counter-dispersed slit-less
spectroscopy was employed for the Planetary Nebulae Spec-
trograph (PN.S) instrument, used in Douglas et al. (2007) and
Coccato et al. (2009), and later in the extended PN.S (ePN.S) in
Pulsoni et al. (2018). However, these techniques fall short when
exploring the central regions of galaxy, where spectroscopy is
instead needed to uncover the presence of PNe amidst the stel-
lar background and diffuse ionised-gas emission. Integral-field
spectroscopy is ideal in this respect, in particular when using
instruments such as MUSE (Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer
Bacon et al. 2010) which, with its large field-of-view allows one
to efficiently map the PNe populations of nearby galaxies (e.g.,
Kreckel et al. 2017).
An example of the growing spatial coverage that single
observations can now achieve, across a single galaxy, would
be M31. Thanks to its relatively close proximity, the PNe
are detectable across the entire galaxy (Ciardullo et al. 1989a;
Merrett et al. 2006; Pastorello et al. 2013; Jacoby et al. 2013;
Martin et al. 2018; Bhattacharya et al. 2019a,b).
Over the past 32 years, one of the chief motivations for
detecting extragalactic PNe has been to use them as tracer
for the stellar kinematics in the faint outskirts of galaxies,
where direct spectroscopic measurement are prohibitive. Indeed,
numerous studies have shown how PNe can be used in this
way to probe the structure of galaxy stellar halos and to
measure their dark matter content (Romanowsky et al. 2003;
Merrett et al. 2006; Douglas et al. 2007; Coccato et al. 2009;
Kafle et al. 2018; Martin et al. 2018; Longobardi et al. 2018;
Pulsoni et al. 2018; Bhattacharya et al. 2019a). At the same time,
research has also shown that the distribution of PNe absolute
magnitudes in [O iii] 5007 Å, M5007, appears to be nearly invari-
ant between galaxies, with a noticeable cut-off at the bright
end (Jacoby et al. 1989; Ciardullo et al. 1989a; Jacoby 1989;
Ciardullo et al. 1989b). Notable discrepancies around the invari-
ant nature of the PNLF arise when observing beyond 2 mag from
the cut-off, with evidence of dips appearing towards the faint
end of the PNLF within the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds
(LMC and SMC, respectively), as found by Jacoby & De Marco
(2002) and Hernández-Martínez & Peña (2009). As such, a
generalised analytical planetary nebulae luminosity function
(PNLF) was first proposed by Ciardullo et al. (1989a), who used
the PNe observed in M31 as Cepheid Variable distance estimates
to calibrate the PNLF bright-end absolute magnitude [O iii]
5007 Å, M∗5007 at a value of −4.48 mag.
More recently, a value of M∗5007 = −4.53±0.06 mag has been
decided on for galaxies with stellar populations that are more
metal rich than the LMC (Ciardullo 2012), with the stated census
that M∗5007 does fade in smaller, more metal-poor galaxies.
In regards to extra-galactic distance determinations, the
PNLF method has proven itself a reliable and unique tool,
in particular given that PNe are expected to reside within all
types of galaxies. Supernovae type Ia (SNIa) measurements are
indeed serendipitous by nature, whereas using surface bright-
ness fluctuations (SBF) and Cepheid variable stars is restricted
mostly only to early- and late-type galaxies, respectively. Previ-
ous works found evidence of a systematic difference between
distances derived from the PNLF and SBF (Ciardullo et al.
1993), although more recently both Kreckel et al. (2017) and
Hartke et al. (2017) found that their PNe-based distances, to
NGC 628 and M 49 respectively, are in good agreement with
SBF measurements. As for the application of the PNLF method
to the Fornax cluster, beyond our previous work (Spriggs et al.
2020, hereafter S20), there are recorded efforts using the afore-
mentioned photometry and slit-less spectroscopy approaches
(McMillan et al. 1993; Teodorescu et al. 2005; Feldmeier et al.
2007). Each one reporting good agreement to the respective dis-
tances measurements available to their dates. Now though, with
more detailed SBF, SNIa, and other distance estimators, we see
that the Fornax cluster may be further away than the initial esti-
mates ranging between 16 Mpc and 19 Mpc.
Here, we continue the detection work of S20, and carry out
a census of PNe populations within the central, middle and halo
regions of the remaining early-type galaxies (ETGs) of the For-
nax3D (F3D) survey (Sarzi et al. 2018). We introduce our PNLF
modelling methodology, improving upon the method of S20. We
then report independent distance estimates for each galaxy, and
compare our findings with other results and techniques from the
literature.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce
the F3D data set, along with reduction steps. Section 3 reviews
the process of PNe detection, filtering, and cataloguing, as intro-
duced in S20, then develops on these practises through the intro-
duction of our PNLF modelling approach and how we tested
the robustness and reliability of this method. The PNe catalogue
is introduced in Sect. 4, detailing the contents, with notes on
objects of unique interest. This is accompanied by the PNLF
distances and how they stack up against distance measurements
from other methods. We also briefly discuss the 3D structure of
the Fornax cluster, as prescribed by our PNLF distances. Finally,
we wrap up our findings and draw some future perspectives in
Sect. 5.
2. Data
Our work uses the MUSE data of the F3D survey, in the Wide
Field Mode (WFM) so as to reach a spatial sampling of 0.2′′ ×
0.2′′ across a 1′ × 1′ field of view (FOV). The wavelength cover-
age that MUSE spans 4650–9300 Å, with a spectral sampling of
1.25 Å pixel−1. The Fornax3D survey included multiple MUSE
pointings (between two and three) to cover extended objects, and
to ensure in particular that observations for ETGs reached down
to the same limiting surface brightness of µB = 25 mag arcsec−2.
The survey ensured that the central pointings would be observed
under good seeing conditions (for a FWHM ≤ 0.8′′) precisely to
enable a study of point sources such as PNe and globular clus-
ters (e.g., Fahrion et al. 2019) as well as of galactic nuclei. In the
outer regions the main interest was to characterise the proper-
ties of stellar population in the faint outskirts of galaxies, which
is why these regions were observed under more lenient seeing
conditions but over longer exposure times.
The MUSE data was reduced using the MUSE pipeline
(Weilbacher et al. 2012, 2016), within the ESOREFLEX
(Freudling et al. 2013) environment, as reported in Sarzi et al.
(2018) and Iodice et al. (2019a). The reduction phase deals with
key steps such as telluric correction, sky-subtraction and abso-
lute flux calibration. All datacubes have been flux calibrated and
this flux calibration has been further verified using HST images,
as in Sarzi et al. (2018) and S201
The Fornax3D data taken from different pointings were
aligned and presented as a single mosaic in Iodice et al. (2019a).
For the purposes of detecting PNe it is important to account for
the different image quality of these different observations, and
1 The residual cubes are available online (Spriggs et al. 2020).
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therefore here we analyse separately the combined observations
from each individual pointing.
Our PNe detection method is based on residual data, that
is, reduced MUSE spectra that have first been analysed by the
Galaxy IFU Spectroscopy Tool pipeline2 (GIST, Bittner et al.
2019) and finalised by removing the stellar continuum. The
GIST pipeline employs both pPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem
2004; Cappellari 2017) and PyGandALF (see GIST documen-
tation): the first handles spaxel-by-spaxel modelling of the stel-
lar continuum, using the full MILES stars library of templates
(Vazdekis et al. 2012, 2016) while the second focuses on the
nebular emissions. The results of the GIST pipeline efforts are
then utilised to produce a residual data cube after subtracting the
modelled stellar continuum, which therefore still contains the
emission lines. We then later re-fit the residual cube for [O iii]
emission only, imposing a fixed line-width on the emission lines.
This was found in S20 to produce a better map in [O iii] 5007 Å
emissions, which led to a greater number of PNe detected.
3. Methods
3.1. Compiling the PNe catalogue
In order to detect and characterise PNe in our sample galax-
ies using the MUSE data we adopt the methodology that is
described in full in S203 and which consists of the following
steps:
Firstly, we carry out a spaxel-by-spaxel fit to the [O iii]
4959,5007 Å emission line doublet in the residual cube, impos-
ing a fixed intrinsic line-width of 30 km s−1 typical of unresolved
PNe in order to better highlight the presence of such unresolved
[O iii] sources. Previously identified regions with diffuse nebular
emission or with significant and systematic stellar-continuum fit
residuals are masked.
Secondly, we extract MUSE residual minicubes around each
candidate PNe source 1.8′′ × 1.8′′ wide and over a 100 Å wave-
length range. This is followed by the evaluation of the imaging
point-spread function (PSF). This is achieved through the simul-
taneous fit of the residual minicubes for the four best-detected
PNe candidate sources, in terms of their central value for the
A/rN ratio, using the 3D cube-fitting process described in S20.
Thirdly, we fit for the PNe candidate total [O iii] flux and
kinematics using the 3D cube-fitting process of S20 while now
holding the spatial distribution of the [O iii] flux to that of the
previously derived PSF. following this, we conduct an evalua-
tion of the minicube fit quality and point-source detection. Can-
didate PNe with central A/rN ratio less than three are deemed
undetected and are discarded, as are sources whose minicube fits
returned χ2 values above the 3σ limit for the χ2 statistics (for the
given number of degree of freedom).
Finally, we conduct a spectral characterisation and PNe
impostor identification process. After extracting PSF-weighted
aperture spectra around each PNe candidate sources (from the
original MUSE cube) we used GIST’s GandALF fits along to
extract Hβ, Hα, [N ii] 6583 and [S ii] 6716,6731 doublet line
measurements, subsequently identifying PNe impostor sources
from supernovae remnants or compact H ii regions using diag-
nostic diagrams as seen in S20. This is accompanied by the iden-
tification of any kinematic interlopers among the remaining PNe
2 https://abittner.gitlab.io/thegistpipeline
3 Code hosted on Github: https://github.com/tspriggs
(Spriggs & gdapablo 2021)
candidate. PNe sources with exceedingly high or low velocities
(beyond a 3σ limit) compared to the stellar line-of-sight velocity
distribution (LOSVD) along the PNe direction are not consid-
ered to belong to the galaxy under consideration.
Following these steps, we finally arrive at a catalogue of
1350 unique PNe across 21 ETGs in the Fornax cluster, located
either within the central, middle or halo pointings of the F3D sur-
vey. For these objects, we list their spatial coordinates, line-of-
sight velocities, as well as their measured fluxes, and magnitudes
with appropriate errors, in the measured [O iii] 5007 Å emission
lines. The catalogue also includes PNe impostor sources and
PNe interlopers, as well as a handful of PNe objects that were
considered to be over-luminous (see, e.g., the case of FCC 167
in S20) and which will also be excluded by our following PNLF
analysis.
3.2. PNLF fitting and distance estimation
In S20 we followed the simplest approach for estimating the dis-
tance to a galaxy based on the brightest observed PNe. In this
case the PNLF distance modulus is simply µPNLF = m5007,min −
M∗5007 where m5007,min is the [O iii] 5007 Å magnitude of the
brightest PN and M∗5007 is the M31 Cepheid distance calibrated
absolute magnitude of the PNLF bright cut off. This approach is
relatively sound in the case of galaxies presenting a significant
number of PNe (as in FCC 167 and FCC 219, the objects stud-
ied in S20) but will clearly lead to biased results when dealing
with few PNe. Indeed in this case we are more likely to miss the
rarest objects at the bright cut-off of the PNLF, thus deducing an
overestimated distance.
Due to a large range in the number of PNe observed across
our 21 galaxies, we decided to implement a distance estima-
tion technique based on the entire observed PNLF, taking full
advantage of our knowledge for the PNe-detection complete-
ness function in each object in order to exploit the whole range
of observed m5007 values. We follow the completeness correct-
ing method of S20, assessing the level of incompleteness of our
samples over the observed FOV. In short though, we calculate
the completeness of detection for a given apparent magnitude
(m5007) from the fraction of galaxy stellar light within the MUSE
FOV, where a PNe of that particular magnitude can be detected.
This procedure is also informed by the PSF of the observation,
along with the signal to noise cut of 3 × A/rN. This is also
the method applied, and described, within Galán-de Anta et al.
(2021).
Then, for each galaxy we explore the parameter space
of µPNLF, evaluating for a value that would lead to a
completeness-corrected PNLF model through simply minimis-
ing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D. To achieve this, we
utilise the Python based Scipy package’s ’KS_1samp’ function,
passing the supremum value (D) to the scalar minimiser of LMfit
(Newville et al. 2014, 2019), applying the Nelder-Mead optimi-
sation method (Nelder & Mead 1965). In terms of model PNLF,
we used the analytic form provided by Longobardi et al. (2013)
N(M) = c1 e c2 M5007
[





where c1 is a normalisation factor, c2 defines the functional form
of the PNLF, M∗5007 is the bright-end cutoff value first and finally,
M5007 is the absolute magnitude of the PNe in [O iii] 5007 Å.
In that follows we adopt the most recently calibrated values
of M∗5007 = −4.53 ± 0.06 for the bright-end cut-off (Ciardullo
2012) and hold c2 to the standard value of 0.307 derived by
Ciardullo et al. (1989a). We note that systematic variations in
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M∗5007 have been reported at very low stellar metallicities, below
[M/H]<−0.5 (Bhattacharya et al. 2021), but since only one of
our objects (FCC 119, see Table 1C in Iodice et al. 2019b) would
appear to fall in this regime, such potential systematic effect
would not greatly impact our overall results. Appendix A shows
that in principle our methodology can estimate the c2 parame-
ter but also that our current data do not provide strong evidence
for departing from the assumed c2 = 0.307 value. Since the KS-
statistics is independent of normalisation, we effectively ignore
c1 while looking for the best µPNLF value through our KS-statistic
minimisation. Instead, we finally adjust the normalisation of our
best completeness-corrected model for the observed PNLF by
simply integrating it and matching the result to observed number
of PNe. In this case, availing of the entire PNe sample allows-
for tighter constraints on any estimates for the total number of
expected PNe by integrating the PNLF down to some magnitude
limit, as this depends on the original Poisson uncertainty on the
actual number of PNe used to constrain the PNLF model in first
place.
To evaluate our uncertainties around our best µPNLF values
we resort to simulations. Namely, starting from the best-model
PNLF (at the best µPNLF and accounting for the completeness),
we sample such a parent distribution N times to produce a
N synthetic observed PNLF, which we then re-fit through our
KS-statistic minimisation routine to obtain N best µPNLF val-
ues. The 16th and 84th percentile of such a µPNLF distribution
provides our ±1σ uncertainties on the measured µPNLF. Typ-
ically, N = 100 deliver stable results. In sampling the best-
model PNLF we account for Poisson statistics. For this, each
time we sample the parent PNLF model we use a varying num-
ber drawn from a Poisson distribution with expectation value
equal to the observed number of PNe. Accounting for Poisson
statistics is necessary considering how the formation of PNe is
itself a stochastic process. Put it simply, the observed number
of PNe is likely to be different even if we were hypothetically
to observe in the same way two identical galaxies at the same
distance, which in turn would lead to slightly different PNLF
distance estimates. To further account for observational errors
in our magnitude measurements, we perturb our original data
according to our measured errors and add in quadrature to the
error budget the standard deviation for the µPNLF distribution that
is obtained in this way. Both accounting for Poisson statistics
and observational errors contribute very little to the error budget,
around 3% an 2%, respectively. Indeed, as will be shown in the
next section, how well µPNLF can be estimated depends primarily
on the number of PNe and on depth of our detection complete-
ness. Finally, we note that Ciardullo (2012) report a formal error
of 0.06 mag for M∗5007, which we also add in quadrature to our
PNLF errors.
3.3. PNLF simulations
Simulations act as a useful diagnostic tool to understand how
our PNLF modelling handles different PNe samples sizes
(NPNe sim), especially when dealing with small PNe numbers
where we wish to understand whether and to which extent
our solution may be biased. The simulations are based on a
finely sampled intrinsic PNLF model that assumes the stan-
dard c2 in = 0.307 value, which is then shifted taking a dis-
tance modulus of µPNLF in = 31.45 mag and finally corrected for
incompleteness. From such a parent PNLF profile we then
draw NPNe sim apparent m5007 sim values to create a large set
of synthetic PNLF, with m5007 sim varying between 5 and 200
in order to cover the range of recorded NPNe seen in our
central pointings (Table 1). Each synthetic PNLF is then passed
to our PNLF-fitting algorithm for parameter estimation.
Assuming the PNLF given in Eq. (1) and while only fitting
for µPNLF, Fig. 1 shows how this parameter is recovered with
increasing precision with increasing PNe sample size, without
incurring in any significant bias even at low NPNe sim numbers.
The top panel of Fig. 1 is based on simulations that adopt the
completeness profile observed in FCC 193, where our data allow
one to detect PNe some 2.5 magnitudes below the PNLF bright
cut-off, whereas the lower panel shows the case of FCC 147
where only probe the PNLF 1.5 magnitudes below this limit.
In both instances the scatter in the recovered µPNLF scales as
1/
√
NPNe sim, but at a given number of PNe the accuracy in recov-
ering µPNLF would actually decrease for deeper the observations.
Accounting within our simulation for the entire range of com-
pleteness functions observed across our sample (Fig. 2) produces
an average trend with NPNe sim for the scatter in the recovered
µPNLF that captures well the errors in our actual µPNLF measure-
ments for our 21 objects (Fig. 3). Overall, this exercise gives
us confidence in our µPNLF estimates and errors, even in objects
with less than 20 PNe.
4. Results and discussion
In this section, we first review the catalogue of the PNe found
within the ETG population of the F3D survey. Then, mov-
ing onto the results of applying our PNLF fitting method
(see Sect. 3) to each galaxy. We then discuss the accuracy
of the PNLF as a distance indicator, when compared to SBF
measurements.
4.1. The F3D PNe catalogue
We present a catalogue of PNe detected across 21 galaxies,
reporting a total of 1350 unique PNe. Though the PNe of each
galaxy are our main interest, each galaxy’s catalogue contains
sources highlighted as impostors, following the criteria of S20.
Such impostors are labelled, as described in Sect. 3.1, following
the criteria of S20: supernova remnants (SNR), HII regions, and
over-luminous sources (of which we find two in total; one each
in FCC 167 and FCC 276). Only the sources in our catalogues
that have the ID of ‘PN’ are used for the PNLF modelling and
distance estimate efforts.
A sample of our catalogued PNe, from FCC 083, can be
found in appendix A, where the two regions covered in the F3D
survey are labelled as: ‘center’ and ‘halo’. The rest of the cat-
alogue is stored as digital records, uploaded to the VizieR On-
line Data Catalog. The table contains a ‘Source ID’ column that
follows the same naming convention introduced in S20, using
the F3D label used at the start. The RA and Dec are included
for future source cross-matching. ‘m5007’ is the apparent mag-
nitude of the [O iii] 5007 Å emission. ‘A/rN’ is the amplitude-
to-residual noise ratio, essentially a signal-to-noise measure.
‘LOSV (km s−1)’ is the reported observed line-of-sight velocity
of the source, derived from the wavelength position of the [O iii]
5007 Å emission line. The ‘label’ column states each source’s
assigned identity: PN, SNR (supernova remnant), HII (compact
HII region), or OvLu (over luminous source). Finally, an index
column is included for easier source comparison, highlighting
sources that appear in the overlap of pointings: center C-00, mid-
dle M-00 and halo H-00.
All the galaxies in Table 1, are shown in Figs. C.2 and C.1.
Every galaxy’s FOV is shown via their signal-to-noise map
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Table 1. PNe numbers and distances to each ETG.
Galaxy Pointing NPNe N2.5 µPNLF (mag) DPNLF (Mpc) µSBF (mag) µCF2 (mag) Alt. name
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)





−1.30 31.42 ± 0.07 31.42 ± 0.24 NGC 1351
FCC083 Halo 19 26+7
−6 – – – – –





−4.27 31.54 ± 0.10 31.52 ± 0.24 –





−2.95 31.43 ± 0.09 31.22 ± 0.24 NGC 1373





−0.99 31.46 ± 0.07 31.56 ± 0.24 NGC 1374
FCC147 Halo 13 14+5
−4 – – – – –





−1.55 31.50 ± 0.07 31.48 ± 0.14 NGC 1375
FCC148 Halo 16 23+7
−6 – – – – –





−1.66 31.59 ± 0.07 31.32 ± 0.24 IC 1963
FCC153 Halo 41 75+14
−12 – – – – –





−1.20 – 31.24 ± 0.24 NGC 1379
FCC161 Halo 26 31+7
−6 – – – – –





−0.87 31.57 ± 0.07 31.35 ± 0.15 NGC 1380
FCC167 Middle 28 82+19
−15 – – – – –
FCC167 Halo 6 10+6
−4 – – – – –





−1.38 31.70 ± 0.08 31.69 ± 0.28 NGC 1381
FCC170 Halo 39 94+18
−15 – – – – –





−1.95 31.51 ± 0.07 31.49 ± 0.28 NGC 1380A
FCC177 Halo 19 24+7
−6 – – – – –





−4.21 31.46 ± 0.09 31.44 ± 0.28 –





−1.23 31.43 ± 0.09 31.41 ± 0.28 NGC 1387
FCC184 Middle 20 27+8
−6 – – – – –
FCC184 Halo 2 3+4
−2 – – – – –





−2.54 31.54 ± 0.07 31.52 ± 0.28 NGC 1380B
FCC190 Halo 8 22+11
−8 – – – – –





−1.15 31.63 ± 0.07 31.42 ± 0.22 NGC 1389
FCC193 Halo 19 23+7
−5 – – – – –





−1.08 31.54 ± 0.07 31.37 ± 0.22 NGC 1404
FCC219 Halo 16 18+6
−4 – – – – –





−2.91 31.80 ± 0.08 31.82 ± 0.24 NGC 1419





−2.18 31.50 ± 0.07 31.48 ± 0.28 ESO 358-G050





−1.21 31.46 ± 0.07 31.50 ± 0.22 NGC 1427





−2.05 31.58 ± 0.08 31.56 ± 0.28 NGC 1428





−2.59 31.47 ± 0.08 31.06 ± 0.24 ESO 358-G059





−2.05 31.50 ± 0.07 31.48 ± 0.28 NGC 1460
FCC310 Halo 50 68+11
−10 – – – – –
Notes. Galaxies covered in this PNe catalogue, including entries for central, middle, and halo regions where covered. Galaxy name (1) and
location (2), number of detected PNe (3), expected number of PNe (from PNLF) within 2.5 mag of the bright-end cut-off (4), PNLF derived
distance modulus (5) and corresponding distance in Mpc (6). We also include the latest distance modulus values of Blakeslee et al. (2009, 2010)
(7) and from the CosmicFlows-3 catalogue (Tully et al. 2016) (8). Finally, the alternative galaxy name is provided for simpler identification (9).
in [O iii] 5007 Å, with catalogued PNe circled. Alongside the
FOV, we present the modelled PNLF of the catalogued sources.
If there is halo or middle data present, they are also pre-
sented in different colours, as explained in the legends of each
plot. The blue histograms show the distribution of detected
PNe m5007 values, while the black line indicates a scaled
form of the Jacoby (1989) form of the PNLF. We then scale
this PNLF to form the incompleteness-corrected PNLF, shown
by dashed lines (colour dependant on pointing location). The
blue shaded regions surrounding the C89 PNLF line, as well
as the dashed incompleteness-corrected profile, show the 1σ
confidence limit. After reviewing the literature for works that
may contain matching PNe, the only other surveys that contained
such matches (for FCC 167 and FCC219 by Feldmeier et al.
2007 and McMillan et al. 1993 respectively) have already been
discussed and compared with our samples in S20. We are then
confident that we are cataloguing sources never before detected.
4.2. Dynamical tracers
The PNe observed within the central regions of a galaxy can
be assumed to be travelling with the same systemic velocity of
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Fig. 1. Results of our simulations assessing
the accuracy of our PNLF modelling, while
holding to the standard form of the PNLF
with a fixed c2 = 0.307 value and opti-
mising the distance modulus µPNLF. Each
blue dot shows the difference ∆µPNLF =
µPNLF best−fit − µPNLF in between the returned
best-fit µPNLF value and the input value when
fitting synthetic PNLFs drawn from a par-
ent incompleteness-corrected PNLF model
with a varying NPNe sim number of PNe. In
this case, the parent distribution assumes a
distance modulus µPNLF in = 31.45 and the
same completeness function as observed in
FCC 193 (top panel) and FCC 147 (bottom
panel), which reaches about 2.5 and 1.5 mag
below the apparent magnitude of the PNLF
cutoff, respectively (see FCC147 FCC193
PNLF in Fig. C.2). As NPNe sim increases,
the scatter in the ∆µPNLF values decreases
while overall returning an unbiased answer,
even at low NPNe sim, as traced also by the
binned median red line. The red shaded
region traces the 1σ confidence limit.
Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but now accounting
in the simulations for the whole range of dif-
ferent completeness profiles observed across
our sample.
the galaxy. To this end, we can verify this assumption by taking
the median of the LOSV values, as measured from the 3D fit-
ting code, using the mean wavelength position to measure each
PNe’s individual LOSV. Figure 4 shows the comparison of our
median LOSV values, to those given by Iodice et al. (2019b),
who present the heliocentric systemic velocity of each galaxy, as
measured from the stars in the central regions. In agreement with
our original assumption, we see that the PNe median LOSV val-
ues and Iodice et al. (2019b) systemic velocities are in very good
agreement.
4.3. PNLF distances
Our deep MUSE data allow one to evaluate the accuracy and
reliability of the standard candle nature of the PNLF, as an inde-
pendent distance measurement technique. Using the PNe cata-
logue that we have produced we can now derive independent
PNLF distance estimates for each of the 21 ETGs targeted by the
F3D project as well as an overall average distance to the Fornax
cluster, which is estimated to reside ∼20 Mpc away (Tonry et al.
2001; Blakeslee et al. 2009; Tully et al. 2013; de Grijs & Bono
2020).
Table 1 contains the result from each galaxy, along with
the halo and middle regions, where available. It lists the num-
ber of detected PNe (NPNe), as well as the number of expected
PNe within 2.5 mag of the PNLF cut-off (N2.5). Errors on N2.5
are derived on the basis of the Poisson uncertainties associ-
ated to the actual observed number of PNe NPNe, after rescal-
ing. Here, we also present our best-fit values of µPNLF, and
distance (in Mpc), as measured from the PNe populations.
Table 1 also includes revised distance estimates for the FCC 167
and FCC 219 (µPNLF = 31.30 ± 0.07 mag and 31.48 ± 0.10 mag,
respectively) that are consistent with the values reported in S20
(31.24 ± 0.11 mag and 31.42 ± 0.10 mag), owing to the fact
that in first place these objects have a fair number of PNe.
For FCC 219, we also note the agreement between PNLF and
TRGB method, where Hoyt et al. (2021) report a distance of
31.36 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 mag, which is within the uncertainty of our
proposed 31.46+0.11
−0.12. In the case of FCC 167, Roth et al. (2021)
have recently used the same MUSE data set to benchmark their
refined ‘on-off’ band imaging PNe detection methodology, find-
ing a smaller distance for FCC 167, with µPNLF = 31.10 ±
0.04 mag. Although this comparison highlights a radial trend
for the difference between our respective m5007 measurements,
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the average scatter in the recovered dis-
tance magnitude values from our simulations when accounting for the
entire range of completeness profiles observed across our sample (grey
circles) and the errors on the individual distance magnitude measure-
ments in our sample galaxies (squares, colour-coded by completeness
magnitude).
Fig. 4. Comparison between the systemic velocities of our sample
galaxies as measured by Iodice et al. (2019b) from the stellar kinematic
maps and as derived from the median PNe LOSV observed in the MUSE
central pointing. The diagonal blue line indicates the one to one rela-
tion. Small residual offset may reflect an asymmetric sampling of the
PNe around the centre of the galaxies.
possibly due to some unaccounted stellar-population effect
(which we limit through a detailed spectral fitting), the origin
for the distance offset appears to lie with the brightest PNe in
the central pointing FCC 167, which all reside in low-stellar
background regions. In this regime the simulations of S20 show
that our m5007 measurements are rather robust, leaving room
only for an offset in absolute flux calibration to explain the
reported difference in the inferred distance. In this respect we
avail of HST images to check the calibration of the MUSE
data (see Sarzi et al. 2018, for details), which in the case of
FCC 167 only required a 3% re-scaling towards lower fluxes
(adding 0.03 mag). For what follows, we note that across our
sample such a re-scaling averages out, indicating no systematic
offset.
Fig. 5. Distribution of the difference (∆µ) between our PNLF values of
the distance modulus and those derived using SBF by Blakeslee et al.
(2009). The ∆µ distribution has a measured scatter of 0.21 mag around
a median of 0.003 mag, as also shown by the reference Gaussian dis-
tribution with such median and standard deviation values. We adopt
0.12 mag bins to match Fig. 6 from Ciardullo (2012).
Fig. 6. Distribution for tension values between PNLF and SBF distance
modulus. It results that 13 out of the 20 objects with both PNLF and
SBF distance modulus show less than a 1σ tension between these mea-
surements.
To validate our PNLF distance estimates, we started by com-
paring our individual to measurements to the SBF distances,
which exist for all but one of our sample galaxies (FCC 161).
Using the latest SBF values from either Blakeslee et al. (2009)
or Blakeslee et al. (2010) (based on HST-ACS in the F850LP
and F814W pass-band, respectively), Fig. 5 shows how over-
all our PNLF distances agree well with their SBF counterparts,
with a median difference of ∆µ = µPNLF − µSBF = 0.003 mag
and a standard deviation of 0.21 mag. In comparison, Ciardullo
(2012) reported a median ∆µ = −0.33 mag corresponding to
SBF distances being on average larger than PNLF estimates.
Taking a step further, in Fig. 6 we show the distribution for
the statistical tension between the PNLF and SBF distance mea-
surements, dividing the ∆µ values by the quadratic sum of their
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Fig. 7. Comparison between individual distance measurements (in Mpc) as obtained here using the PNLF (green circles and error bars) and as
derived through SBF by Blakeslee et al. (2009, 2010). The solid and dashed green lines show the weighted average of our PNLF measurements
and its associated error, as an estimate for the distance to the Fornax cluster. The black solid and dashed line indicate instead the SBF estimate
distance to Fornax provided by Blakeslee et al. (2009) with its uncertainty, based on their entire sample of SBF distance measurements.
respective errors. Figure 6 further shows how our PNLF values
agree on average with the SBF distances, with a large majority
of cases showing less than a 1σ tension. How our PNLF distance
measurements compare to the SBF estimates of Blakeslee et al.
(2009) can be further appreciated in Fig. 7, where 15 of the
20 common objects indeed are consistent within the errors, as
would be expected when adopting 1σ errors.
Of the galaxies covered here, we note the presence of
three edge-on galaxies: FCC 153, FCC 170 and FCC 177. Both
FCC 170, and FCC 177 measured µPNLF show distinguished off-
sets from their SBF distance counterparts (Fig. 7). This would
agree with both Blakeslee et al. (1999) and Mei et al. (2007),
where the former reported differences between SBF distances
and other distance methods for these objects, whereas the lat-
ter noted that SBF measurements for edge-on galaxies poses
a greater challenge, compared to measurements with face-on
galaxies. In fact, Ciardullo (2012) also remarks that the two
galaxies that show the largest disagreement between SBF and
PNLF distance measurements in their sample are edge-on. The
disagreement between these two distance methods is believed,
in part, to arise from the steeper gradient in stellar light along
the line of sight of an edge-on galaxy, compared to the smoother
stellar profile of a face-on galaxy.
Iodice et al. (2019b) find evidence of a potentially ongo-
ing interaction between FCC 143 and FCC 147, from the For-
nax Deep Survey (FDS, Iodice et al. 2019a) images. The
Blakeslee et al. (2009) SBF distances indicate a separation of
∼0.3 Mpc. We are at least able to confirm the distance of
FCC 147 with a excellent agreement with the SBF measurement.
However, the presence of only a handful of PNe within FCC 143
means that our distance estimate is no where near as reliable
compared to that of FCC 147.
4.4. The distance to the Fornax cluster
Taking the weighted average of the PNLF derived distances, we
estimate a distance to the Fornax cluster of 19.86 ± 0.32 Mpc.
This is in remarkably good agreement, with similar uncertain-
ties, with both’s SBF mean distance of 20.0 ± 0.3 ± 1.4 Mpc
(Blakeslee et al. 2009) and recommended mean distance of
19.1+1.4
−1.2 Mpc, from Cepheid distances, SBF, and Tip of the Red
Giant Branch (TRGB) methods (de Grijs & Bono 2020). Our
reported average distance corresponds to a distance modulus of
µPNLF = 31.49 ± 0.04 mag and is based on all 21 ETGs listed
in Table 1, whereas Blakeslee et al. (2009) report a median dis-
tance modulus to Fornax of µSBF = 31.51 ± 0.09 mag based on
over 43 objects they imaged with HST.
To further gauge the reliability of our PNLF derived
distances, Fig. 8 compares our values with those in the
CosmicFlows-3 catalogue of Tully et al. (2016). This catalogue
contains statistically derived mean values obtained combining
published distances derived using Supernova Type Ia, the Fun-
damental Plane (FP), Globular Cluster Luminosity Function
(GCLF), and the TRGB. As such measurements come with their
own errors and potential biases, the values of CosmicFlows-
3 catalogue show larger overall uncertainties compared to the
SBF measurements of Blakeslee et al. (2009). Our PNLF values
agree within the errors with the CosmicFlows-3 distances for all
but two objects, providing further confidence also in the case of
FCC 161 that was not targeted by Blakeslee et al. (2009). This is
reflected also by the agreement between our PNLF average dis-
tance to Fornax and the value inferred using the CosmicFlows-3
value for our sample galaxies, which stands at 19.4 ± 0.4 Mpc
(µPNLF = 31.44 ± 0.04 mag).
4.5. Fornax cluster spatial structure
Our PNLF distance measurements allows us to map out the ETG
population of the Fornax cluster, comparing our independently
derived distances within the cluster, and more specifically, to its
brightest cluster galaxy (BCG); namely NGC 1399 (FCC 213).
Here, we treat NGC 1399 as the central point of the cluster, with
our ETGs situated around it. Before mapping the spatial distri-
bution of our sample galaxies within the cluster, we first review
the current distance estimates for NGC 1399.
Blakeslee et al. (2009) reported a distance to NGC 1399 of
20.9 ± 0.9 Mpc, though this was updated to 21.1 ± 0.7 Mpc in
Blakeslee et al. (2010). A few years earlier and always based
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Fig. 8. Same as in to Fig. 7, but now comparing our PNLF distance estimates (green circles) with those reported in CosmicFlows-3 (Tully et al.
2016, black circles). The black solid and dotted lines show the weighted average and error from the CosmicFlows-3 data points.
Fig. 9. Projected distance (in arcmin), from the BCG of the Fornax clus-
ter NGC 1399, to the ETGs of our sample, as a function of their abso-
lute r-band magnitude. Colour scale follows the calculated uncertainties
in µPNLF for each galaxy. The r-band magnitudes are from Iodice et al.
(2019a) except for FCC 119, FCC 249, and FCC 255, which we esti-
mated to be 13.5, 12.1 and 12.2 mag respectively. This was obtained
starting from the B-band magnitude reported in Sarzi et al. (2018) and
by applying a colour-correction based on the spectral modelling of the
integrated MUSE spectra for this target.
on SBF, Tonry et al. (2001) measured a distance of 19.95 ±
1.47 Mpc. The CosmicFlows-3 survey reports a statistical mean
distance from multiple sources of 22.08 ± 0.12 Mpc (Tully et al.
2013). MUSE data for NGC 1399 were collected both during the
F3D survey, covering two external regions, and over the course
of previous campaigns for the central regions (Prog. ID. 296.B-
5054(A)). Upon reviewing these observations, which were taken
under less than ideal seeing conditions compared to our other
targets, we identified seven potential PNe in one of the F3D halo
pointings. Initial estimates from converting the apparent magni-
tude of brightest PNe directly to the cut-off position produced
an initial distance guess of ∼22 Mpc. Although this may agree
with the results of Tully et al. (2013), the large uncertainties that
would come with modelling such a sparse PNLF (∼0.45 mag, see
Fig. 2) would not allow us to replace the previous other estimates
for the distance to NGC 1399 nor provide a robust reference to
help with the present discussion.
Though BCGs are expected to be close to the barycentre of
a cluster, it is not always the case that they reside at the geomet-
ric centre of the cluster. NGC 1399 resides deep in the potential
well of the cluster as traced by the X-ray emission of its hot intr-
acluster gas, although the cluster itself comprises both of a main
virialised region around NGC 1399 and of a secondary, offset
group of in-falling objects around NGC 1316. In this respect, it
is interesting to note how the Blakeslee et al. (2009, 2010) dis-
tance measurements for NGC 1399 would seeming place it not
only behind the majority of our sample galaxies located within
the virial radius of the Fornax cluster (according both to their and
our PNLF measurements) but also beyond their own average dis-
tance to the cluster based also on objects further out. On the other
hand, although the Tonry et al. (2001) distance for NGC 1399
comes with a larger error, it is closer to the average cluster dis-
tances presented in Blakeslee et al. (2010), Tully et al. (2013),
and de Grijs & Bono (2020) as well as our own estimate for For-
nax cluster distance. It would therefore seem a more indicative
distance to NGC 1399 and the barycentre of the Fornax cluster.
Another expectation for the structure of a galaxy cluster is
mass segregation as a result of dynamical friction, in particu-
lar for less massive clusters where tidal stripping cannot act as
an obstacle to mass segregation as it does in the most massive
ones (see, e.g., Kim et al. 2020). To start investigating whether
that happened in Fornax, in Fig. 9 we show the tangential sepa-
ration of each galaxy from NGC 1399 compared to their r-band
absolute magnitude (Iodice et al. 2019a), used as proxy for their
mass. As projected on the sky, the majority of galaxies reside
within 1 degree separation, with the uncertainty in their PNLF
distance decreasing with brighter r-band magnitudes. To a first
order, the more luminous and massive galaxies appear closer to
the expected cluster centre (i.e. NGC 1399), with less luminous
objects being more spread out in projected sky separation. To
more accurately depict the 3D structure of the Fornax cluster, we
compare the spatial distances between each galaxy to NGC 1399,
against their absolute r-band magnitude.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the distance (in Mpc) from NGC 1399 of our sample galaxies versus their absolute r-band magnitude, using different
sources for the distance estimates to our sample galaxies and NGC 1399. Left panel: adopting the Blakeslee et al. (2009) distances to the individual
F3D galaxies and the Blakeslee et al. (2010) distance to NGC 1399 (21.1 Mpc). Middle panel: same as in the left panel but using the SBF distance
to NGC 1399 derived by Tonry et al. (2001, 19.95 Mpc). Right panel: still using the Tonry et al. distance to NGC 1399 but using our PNLF-derived
distances to our sample galaxies. The r-band magnitudes are from Iodice et al. (2019a) except for FCC 119, FCC 249, and FCC 255, which are
estimated to be 13.5, 12.1 and 12.2 mag respectively.
Fig. 11. Number of expected PNe within each galaxy pointing (Table 1)
plotted against their r-band absolute magnitude, as derived from the
MUSE data covering exactly the same regions within each pointing
where the presence of PNe is investigated, thus excluding masked out
regions. Different symbols denote central, middle, and halo pointing,
and the colour-coding indicates the FWHM value of our Moffat PSF
model, as derived within each pointing through the simultaneous fit of
the brightest PNe.
Considering both the distance estimate to NGC 1399 of
Blakeslee et al. (2010) and Tonry et al. (2001), in Fig. 10 we
produce three different scenarios for the spatial distribution of
the ETGs covered here. The first panel (left), compares the dis-
tances taken from Blakeslee et al. (2009, 2010) to their own dis-
tance of 21.1 Mpc for NGC 1399 (Blakeslee et al. 2010). The
galaxies are scattered between 0.5 and 2.1 Mpc, with little indi-
cation for a trend with absolute r-band magnitude. The second
panel (middle) compares the SBF distances of Blakeslee et al.
(2009) against the NGC 1399 distance of 19.95 Mpc (Tonry et al.
2001). In contrast to the first panel, we find that the majority of
galaxies are concentrated within 1 Mpc of NGC 1399. The final
panel (right) compares our PNLF distances to the Tonry et al.
(2001) NGC 1399 distance. Here, we find that, again, the major-
ity of galaxies reside within 1.5 Mpc, though we also note some
galaxies showing a separation of ∼2.5 Mpc. Although in this
case we note that the brightest object is closer to NGC 1399,
overall from these comparisons we do not find clear evidence of
mass segregation within the virial radius of the Fornax Cluster, in
particular when we consider the large uncertainties in projected
PNLF distance, which would correspond to similarly wide errors
in the 3D separation.
4.6. Planetary nebulae sample sizes across the cluster
The accuracy of our PNLF distance measurement depends pri-
marily on the PNe sample size, which in turn for a simple and
relatively old stellar population is expected to simply scale with
the luminosity of that population (Renzini & Buzzoni 1986). For
our sample of ETGs this is confirmed by trend shown in Fig. 11,
between the r-band magnitude corresponding to the stellar flux
encompassed by our single F3D pointings (without accounting
regions excluded in our PNe analysis) and the expected num-
ber of PNe within 2.5 mag from the bright cut-off of the PNLF,
as inferred from our best match to the observed PNLF in these
same pointings. Much of the scatter in the observed trend can be
explained by the varying imaging quality underlying our PNLF
measurements, whereby a broader PSF lead to less PNe being
detected and to a larger uncertainty in the inferred intrinsic num-
ber of PNe. Other factors may also be at work, however, such
a dependency with stellar metallicity for the specific number
of PNe (Buzzoni et al. 2006) leading to more PNe rich popu-
lation in metal regions, as would be probed better by our mid-
dle or halo pointing in the case of large objects. Following the
efforts of (Martín-Navarro et al. 2019, and in prep.) now presents
stellar-population parameter maps for the entire, which provides
a strong basis to further investigate the link between PNe and
their parent populations in a future paper.
5. Conclusions
Extending the work of Spriggs et al. (2020) to the full sample
of ETGs targeted by the Fornax3D survey we have presented
a catalogue of 1350 unique PNe sources across 21 different
objects. The catalogue includes the PNe positions, their [O iii]
5007 Å flux and LOSV, with the PNe population of each galaxy
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being catalogued in standardised tables, available at the CDS:
Tables A.1–A.36.
Using the luminosity function observed in each galaxy (lim-
ited to the central pointing for larger objects) we have have
derived independent distance estimates by matching such PNLFs
across their entire magnitude range thanks to a careful treat-
ment of the PNe detection incompleteness. Using simulations
we have checked the behaviour of our estimated distance errors
and demonstrated that our PNLF distance estimates remain unbi-
ased even when based on a low number of PNe. Furthermore,
although the present data do not allow one to set meaningful con-
straints on the shape of the PNLF, as characterised by the gener-
alised form introduced by Longobardi et al. (2013), our methods
are capable of detecting possible variations for PNe sample sizes
not too far from the one we presently obtained.
Our PNLF distance estimate are generally consistent within
the errors with distances derived using SBF (Blakeslee et al.
2009, 2010) or through the combination of various methods
other than PNLF (Tully et al. 2013, 2016). In the case of SBF, on
average our PNLF distance modulii closely match the SBF val-
ues, thus appearing to largely reduce previous tensions between
these two methodologies.
With PNLF distances for 21 ETGs within the virial radius
of the Fornax cluster we estimated a weighted average distance
to Fornax of 19.86 ± 0.32 Mpc. This is consistent within the
errors with the distance to this cluster derived from SBF values
for all 43 ETGs observed Blakeslee et al. (2009, 20 Mpc) across
the whole cluster and the one recommended by de Grijs & Bono
(2020, 19.1 Mpc) combining a variety of methods.
We also investigated the spatial distribution of the ETGs
of the F3D survey, in particular in relation to the BCG
NGC 1399. Though we do not produce our own distance to this
BCG, we review different cluster structure scenarios that arise
from the NGC 1399 SBF distances of Blakeslee et al. (2009,
2010) and Tonry et al. (2001), corresponding to 21.1 Mpc and
19.95 Mpc, respectively. Assuming the Blakeslee et al. (2010)
value, NGC 1399 would be behind most of the objects we
observe and ∼1 Mpc further than the average SBF distance pro-
vided by Blakeslee et al. (2009) for the Fornax cluster. On the
other hand, that the SBF distance to NGC 1399 of Tonry et al.
(2001) agrees better with Blakeslee et al. (2009) distance to For-
nax and the average PNLF distance provided by our objects
inside the virial radius. This is consistent with the expectation
that NGC 1399 is well centred on the potential well of the Fornax
cluster, as traced also by the distribution of the hot intracluster
medium. Mass segregation should be facilitated in a relatively
modest cluster such as Fornax, but we found no strong evidence
for it, independent of the assumed distance to NGC 1399 and
whether we used SBF of PNLF distances. More accurate dis-
tance estimates will be needed to further explore the 3D structure
of Fornax and other nearby clusters.
The present catalogue will be of great values for future inves-
tigation of the central PNe populations of ETGs, in particular in
relation to the properties of their parent stellar population. The
MUSE data at hand will allow us to measure stellar age, metallic-
ity, α-element abundance (Martín-Navarro et al. 2019), and the
star-formation history (Pinna et al. 2019a,b) of the stellar pop-
ulation in our sample galaxies in the same regions where our
PNe are detected. Using this information, we explore in particu-
lar how the luminosity specific number of PNe α2.5 derived here
will vary across the sample as a function of these stellar popu-
lation properties, in addition to measurements for the near and
far-UV continuum, testing the results of previous comparisons
(e.g., Buzzoni et al. 2006).
To conclude, we note the exciting prospects performing
adaptive-optics (AO) observations with MUSE observations for
the purpose of exploring the PNe population of nearby galaxies.
Indeed, if present seeing-limited MUSE data allow one to detect
PNe and measure PNLF distances out to a distance of 20 Mpc,
finding over a hundred of PNe in the most massive objects and
thus measuring distances within a 5% accuracy (see also S20
Roth et al. 2021), AO-assisted observations have the potential to
at least double the reachable distance with the PNLF method.
This can be understood considering that whereas the background
noise in the MUSE observations is not set to vary dramatically
for objects further out (owing to how surface brightness is con-
served with distance), AO-observations delivering a 0.4′′wide
point-spread function instead of the 0.8′′width (typical for good-
seeing conditions at Paranal) will lead to a four-fold increase in
the central [O iii] 5007 Å peak flux and spectral amplitude, thus
compensating for the flux attenuation observed for PNe twice as
further away. By the same token, AO-observations of objects as
far away as Virgo or Fornax will allow one to reach −1.5 mag
further down from the PNLF bright cut-off, making it possible
to further test the universality of the PNLF and better understand
its origin.
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Appendix A: PNe Catalogue
Tables A.1–A.36 are available at the CDS.
Appendix B: Simulations for optimising both µPNLF
and c2
By exploiting the entire range of the observed m5007 values
thanks to our precised understanding of our completeness func-
tion, our PNLF fitting methodology has the potential to also con-
strain possible variation in the PNLF shape. This is illustrated by
Fig. B.1 which shows how the distance modulus µPNLF and the
PNLF shape parameter c2 of Eq. 1 are left free to vary during
our PNLF fit. In this case we note a trend for over- and under-
estimating µPNLF and c2, respectively, for small PNe samples.
The observed scatter in c2 is quite remarkable, even for large
number of PNe, but tend nonetheless to decrease with increas-
ing numbers. As expected, also the scatter in the µPNLF increases
compared to the fits where c2 was held fix, albeit only by 15%.
As in the case of our single-parameter simulations, the level of
completeness plays an important role in driving the accuracy in
the µPNLF and c2 parameters estimation. Figs. B.2 and B.3 paral-
lel to top and lower panel of Fig. 1 and show how deeper obser-
vations, reaching further down from the apparent magnitude of
the PNLF cutoff, would lead to more accurate µPNLF and c2
measurements.
Even though in some instances such as FCC193, where
we detect over 150 PNe, we could already arrive at essen-
tially unbiased c2 constraints within a 0.2 error, overall across
the sample and after correcting for biases we cannot discern
a systematic deviation from the canonical c2 = 0.307 value.
Finally, we note that aside from a small bias at low PNe
number µPNLF would also be well recovered while letting c2
free to vary, albeit with a somewhat larger uncertainty, which
demonstrates the robustness of our results when c2 is held
fix.
Fig. B.1. Same as Fig 2, but now while
optimising both the distance modulus µPNLF
and the PNLF shape parameter c2. The par-
ent distribution assumes a distance modu-
lus µPNLF in = 31.45 and a standard c2=0.307
value. As in Fig 2, the simulations also
account for the whole range of complete-
ness profiles observed across our sample.
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Fig. B.2. Same as Fig. B.1, but now adopt-
ing the completeness function observed in
FCC 193, which extends 2.5 magnitudes
from the apparent magnitude of the PNLF
cutoff.
Fig. B.3. Same as Fig. B.1, but now adopt-
ing the completeness function observed in
FCC 147, which extends only 1.5 magni-
tudes from the apparent magnitude of the
PNLF cutoff.
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Fig. C.1. Maps for the A/rN ratio between the [O iii] 5007 Å line amplitude and residual-noise level derived from our spaxel-by-spaxel spectral fit
to the MUSE spectra. Both central and halo pointing are shown, with detected [O iii] sources identified by coloured circles: Blue for central PNe,
red for Disk (or Middle) PNe and green for Halo PNe. Isophotes are spaced at one mag arcsec−1 intervals. The grey dashed regions indicates the
area excluded from our PNe analysis.
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Fig. C.2. Observed PNLF for the PNe sources found in all the ETGs listed in Table 1. The entire central PNLF is fitted to derive the best distance
modulus while accounting for the incompleteness of our observations. The corresponding best-fit model is shown by the dot-dashed blue line,
with corresponding confidence intervals, whereas the original model PNLF - (from Ciardullo et al. 1989a) is shown by the filled blue line. Blue
bars show central PNe, red bars indicate disk (or middle) PNe, and green bars show halo PNe. The green dot-dashed lines show the PNLF model
at the best-fit distance modulus, corrected for incompleteness according to the depth of the halo pointing and re-scale to match its integral to the
observed number of PNe in this pointing.
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